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Love Still Walks The Earth and it will follow you all the days of your life. Available in Large Print!
Featured as a book to read in, READ THE WORLD: BOOKS ABOUT AFRICA FOR
KIDSNovember 26, 2018, https://kidworldcitizen.org/books-about-africa-for-kids/A beautiful,
mythological story that will enhance a study of: “Ancient civilizations and storytelling about
superheroes. Kindergarten classes love to learn all the facts and big names. Seeing their smiling
faces you know that “love walks the earth” and so it will” ...Books2Read“An interesting and lovely
book about love. The illustrations were beautiful, and the book is one that belongs in a collection
of stories for a child or adult”. Mary Griffith Chalupsky, AuthorWhen Love Walked the Earth: An
African Myth is an story set in Egypt. “This book is filled with helpful information, including maps,
vocabulary words, teaching guides, and constellations. The myth is thoroughly researched, as
seen through the list of relevant references. Each portion of the myth is accompanied by a
watercolor”. When Love Walked the Earth, tells the story of king Osiris’ crusade to spread love
around the world; The challenges his son faces to become the king; And the miraculous power
of his queen. It is filled with surprising information about Africa. This is such a touching story!
One cannot help but fall in love with the book.After you read the book, please leave a review on
my www.Ebook Tops.com/when-love-walked-earth-african/dp/0692109056/ page and I would
appreciate it if you would subscribe to my email list at www.evaharleychiphe.com for a free
audiobook after the purchase of the paperback version.



When Love Walked The EarthAn African Myth retold by Eva Harley Chiphe Illustrated by
Chuck Collins DEDICATION This book is dedicated to my parents Mr. and Mrs. Hueston
Harley Sr. My mother was lovingly called Miss Mollie and my father Mr. Teal. Also, my brother
Hueston Harley Jr. My mother-in-lawMrs. Edith White Chiphe and father-law Rev. Dzandira
Chiphe Sr. Of course, my husband Leppaine Chiphe and children. Love you guys.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS This book was made possible because of the faithful work of several
people who were helpful with the general work of writing a book. To these young people: Imani
Chiphe, Nia Chiphe, Nefertari Chiphe Jones, Afreeka Chiphe Wade, Calmetta Coleman, and
Saidiya Chiphe. Thank you with love! This book came to fruition because of you. Publisher
Eva Harley ChiphePrinted by CreateSpace Copyright © 2018 Eva Harley Chiphe All rights
reserved. No parts of this book may be reproduced or utilized in any form or by any means,
electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording or by any information storage and
retrieval system, without the permission in writing from the publisher. Request should be
addressed to Eva Harley Chiphe, Post Office Box 524, Clio, SC 29525 : 0692109056 2 Map
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MCTiger, “A fresh take on the Osirian Myth. *Please note that this review is written by a friend of
the one of the author's family members.When Love Walked The Earth is a read that's quick and
easy to get through but offers a great wealth of information to study. There is enough base
information to lead you down a massive wiki rabbit whole to learn more about Ancient Egyptian
religion, culture, history, and the influences it had/that were and still celebrated by historical and
present day eurocentric cultures.This book tries to convey the importance of what trust, hard
work, respect, and duty can do for a family. Yet be weary of the jealousy that may lurk closer
than one imagines. The narrative is easy to understand for adolescents, teens, young adults
and more. I found it to be very enjoyable and a read that is important for any with kids to have,
especially children of African decent.”

Bill Graper, “Great story, more for older kids. I would definitely recommend this to young adults. It
combines mythology with some real events, and has direct links to references. The illustrations
are beautiful, and they tell the story just as well as the print.”

Colleen, “Re-telling a classic. A very nice telling of this story, supported by good illustrations.
Would recommend for any kid who is an ancient history buff or enjoys mythology.”

Vadis Primus Parson, “A great story filled with myths and facts, magnificently blended, creating
a classic and magical tale.. The book contains interesting information detailing the story of how
Horus became the King of Egypt. A variety of facts and activities await the reader at the end of
the book, extending the story, while imparting knowledge that makes this book very memorable.”

Dallas, “Loved the Love. This book is a beautiful cultural story of a unifying love. I pray that this
radiant love will cover the Earth and its entirety one day soon!”

Emily ONeil, “Great message about love and humanity. I absolutely loved the book. So easy and
a quick read for children as well as adults to teach as life lessons about love and humanity as
well as empathy to oneself and others.”

GBall Reviews, “Guide to Egypt. When Love Walked the Earth retells an Egyptian myth about
good leadership and familial love.Chiphe stuffs the book with helpful information, including
maps, vocabulary words, teaching guides, and constellations. The myth is thoroughly-
researched, as seen through the list of relevant references in the back, a nice touch. Each
portion of the myth is accompanied by a watercolor.The layout doesn't work as well, with most of
the pictures looking small on the page and a bit squashed.The story is a myth many readers
might be unfamiliar with; Isis and Osiris are names often referred to without context and it's
interesting to see them acting as a loving family. Kindle Unlimited readers might find this a handy



intro to Egyptian storytelling.”

The book by Anna Holmwood has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 19 people have provided feedback.
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